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grouping-storage process may be
extended and the interpretive process
delayed when sentences fail to begin
with main clauses.
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Listeners heard narrative stories in segments 20-60 sec long, and wrote their
immediate recaU for the most recent speech in each segment. Segments ended in
four ways: there was a main clause alone, a subordinate clause alone, a main
clause preceding a subordinate clause, or a subordinate elause preceding a main
clause. Only these final sentences were weIl recalled. Of these, single-clause
sentences were recalled best and two-clause sentences with main-subordinate
clause order were recalled worst. An interaction obtained between clause
position and function suggests that processing may be delayed when sentences
fall to begin with main clauses.

What listeners can remember from
connected speech they have just heard
is modulated by its syntactic structure
(JarveIla, 1971, 1972). Adult listeners
usually have reasonably accurate reca11
for only the final sentence of narrative
speech they have just heard; their
recal1 for the next previous sentence is
depressed and has a U-shaped function
over serial positions. Similarly, most
errors made by adults in recal1 of
immediate sentences involve only one
or two words, but in previous sentence
recaU, errors typically involve deletion
or substitution of large phrases. These
findings suggest that each new
sentence of narrative speech heard is
subjectively organized in memory and
processed as aseparate and
structurally coherent unit, The present
study concerns how the form of a
sentence may develop in memory as it
is heard and how this form may relate
to other speech processing activity.
BasicaUy, it is suggested that the
memory form of a sentence largely
coincides with its apparent perceived
form and that these two
representations may reflect the same
larger psychological process.

It is by now quite obvious that the
li nguistic description of the
correspondence between propositions
underlying English sentences and these
sentences' surface structures will be
extremely complex (e.g., Chomsky,
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1965). However, the human process of
understanding particular English
sentences may be directed toward
relatively quick apprehension of these
underlying propositions as they are
realized sequentia11y in speech (Bever,
1968, 1970). Research on listening to
sentences has indicated that single
sentences may be segmented
principally into clause-like chunks
(Bever, Lackner, & Kirk, 1969). It
seems likely that the representation of
a sentence in memory should also
develop approximately as it is heard.
Jarvella (1971, 1972) also found that
immediately heard clauses of
immediate senten ces were
systematically better reca11ed than
these sentences' previous clauses. This
suggests that a sentence being heard
may also be organized clause by clause
in memory. The perceptual grouping
and storage in memory of a sentence
both appear to reflect some temporal
integration of the speech within
clause-like units.

A plausible explanation for both
kinds of f"mdinllll is that clauses are
interpreted for meaning as
psychological processing units. Some
additional results from sentence
listening studies indicate that the
interpretation of these units may take
place only after they are largely
grouped (Abrams & Bever, 1969;
Bever, Kirk, & Lackner, 1969). If
understanding a clause is regarded as a
meaning-combining process, then
phonetic and semantic representations
of particular words and phrases should
also be stored in a more verbatim form
before than after interpretation. In the
present research, recall was again
obtained and compared for previous
and immediate sentences, but most
importantly for immediately heard
sentences which varied in number,
order, and function of clauses. The

METHOn
Subjects

Forty-five paid Ss were tested in
four groups about equal in size and
half female. The Ss were mainly
undergraduate students at the
University of Michigan, were native
English speakers, and were naive to
psycholinguistic research.

Materials
Sentences of four kinds were chosen

to immediately precede tests for recall,
These were a single main clause, a
single subordinate clause, a main
clause preceding a subordinate clause,
and a subordinate dause preceding a
main clause. There were 48 different
four-sentence sets like this constructed
in a11. In each set, the main and
subordinate clauses each occurred in
three of the four items: as the only
clause of a sentence, as the earlier
initial clause of a two-elause sentence,
and as the later final clause of a
two-elause sentence.

Sixteen sets of sentences each were
produced using three general types of
sentence constructions in English. In
Type 1, subordinate clauses were
relative clauses embedded in subject
and object noun phrases; in Type 2,
subordinate clauses were subject and
o bj e ct no minalized sentence
complements; in Type 3, subordinate
clauses were time adverbs and goals of
main clause actions. As suggested by
the examples which follow, clauses
were transposed mainly by making
main clauses passive or byextraposing
or preposing subordinate clauses. The
single-elause items in the examples are
included in parentheses at the
beginning of each two-elause sentence.

Type 1. "(Another bomb which
exploded across the harbor) knocked
down a radio tower" w "(A radio
tower was knocked down by another
bomb) which exploded aeross the
harbor"; "(He knew nothing about the
group) which the woman bad
deseribed" w "(The group which the
woman bad deseribed) he knew
nothing about."

Type 2. "(That Castro was involved
in the uprising) seems natural to bis
fo11owers" w "(It seems natural to bis
followers) that Castro was involved in
the uprising"; "(The former president
understood) that Castro was
threatening his leadership" w U(That
Castro was threatening bis leadership)
was understood by the former
president."

Type 3. "(Protest groups usually
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Fig. 1. Ward recall (a) and running memory span (b) at serial positions to the
left and right of syntactic boundaries: _ = between-sentence boundary region for
single-elause items; .... = between-sentence boundary region for two-elause items;
and • = within-sentence boundary region for two-elause items.

regardless of order) were recalled VB

71 % of immediateones; only 32% of
previous sentence words (over serial
positions) were recalled VB 93% of
immedia te ones. These recall
differences were clearly related to the
immediate but not the previous
sentence being recalled as a unit. In
fully 33% of the responses, the first
word of the immediate sentence was
the leftmost word from the segment
that was recalled. A listeners' response
bias to recall the final sentence first
does inflate the difference in recall
between it and the previous sentence.
However, cueing which sentence is to
be recalled does not improve previous
sentence recall sufficiently to escape
the conclusion that the difference in
recall is mainly a consequence of
organization in memory (Jarvella,
1972).

Such structure would be expected
to exist only for the immediately
heard sentence if, at one level, speech
is processed sentence by sentence. If
this is the case, then the level of
immediate recall should cbange
abruptly and exactly at the sentence
boundary between the previous and
immediate sentences heard. Figure 1
eonfirms this expectation for each of
two measures of recall. The curvesin
Fig. l(a) represent word recall; if a
word in one of these positions was
recalled at all, then it was counted as
beingcorrect. The curves in Fig. l(b)
represent running memory span; here,
a .recalled word was scored as correct
only if, moreover, all subsequent
words wererecalled in their original
order immediately to its right. Recall
in each case is shown at the three serial
positions immediately preceding and
following the previous-immediate
sentence boundary for both single- and
two-clause sentences and at the
corresponding positions before and
after the clause boundary within
two-elause sentences. Three points can
be made about Fig, 1. First, for words
recalled, all serial positions shown for
previous sentences were reca1led more
poorly than all positions in immediate
sentences (p < .001 in a1l cases by sign
tests). Second, running memory span
was related to immediate sentence
length: median span was equal to
sentence length for two-elause items
and exceeded it by just two words for
single-clause ones (difference
significant with p < .01). And third,
word recall did not increase with serial
position for the first few words in
immediate sentences. Within the
sequences from immediate sentences
shown in Fig. 1, the only significant
increases were between words in the
positions before and after the clause
boundary (p < .05 in seven of nine
comparisons). This last point suggests
we ak ly that memory within

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the recall data indicated

that the only variables which bad
affected performance significantly
were the previous sentence VB the
immediate one and, within the
immediate sentence, clause position
(only, initial, final) and clause
function (main, subordinate).
Variables not affecting recall of
immediate sentences or their member
clauses included: sentence
construetion type, length of
single-elause sentences, length of
two-elause sentences, order of test
items, and quantity of intertest
material. The largest differences in
recall were obtained between previous
and immediate sentences. Only 6% of
full previous sentences (all words

deck, operated by remote eontrol by
E. The Ss were told tbat they would
hear four prose passages read to them,
that they should listen to the speech
normally, and tbat, whenever it
stopped, they were to write down as
much of the end of the passage as they
could remember, up to and including
the last word they had heard. Exact
word-for-word reeall was stressed, but
Ss were urged to pay attention to the
meaning of the passages, which would
be probed by true-false questions just
afterward. Implicit guessing of test
pa use locations was discouraged.
Whenever· the speech stopped after a
test item, E stopped the tape recording
until all Ss bad finished writing down
their answers and' bad turned to the
next page in their test booklets.
Testing lasted about 30 min for each
passage.
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SERIAL

Procedure
The experiment was held in a group

testing room, and Ss sat facing E and a
loudspeaker. The materials were
played back, using a Viking 230 tape

paid his expenses) when Rarick made
campaign visits" VB "(When Rarick
made campaign visits) protest groups
usually paid bis expenses"; U(They
demanded bis immediate resignation)
in order to get honest elections" VB

"(In order to get honest elections)
they demanded his immediate
resignation."

Twelve sets of sentenceswere
integrated into each of four narrative
passages adapted from news stories
from the late 19508. The sentences
from individual sets were placed over
four versions of a passage .into the
same context. Each version of an
passages which resulted contained
three examples of each kind of imal
sentence. Test items concluded
segments about 50, 75,100, 125, end
150 words long and followed previow.
sentences 8-20 words long (X= 14.6).
The two-elause final sentences were
9-15 words long (X = 11.8), and the
si ngle-elause sentences were 3-10
words long (X = 6.2). Main clauses in
these sentences were slightly shorter
(mean difference of .3 word) than
subordinate elauses. Each of four
versions of the materials, consisting of
instructions, one version of each
passage, and 48 true-false questions,
was read aloud in a sound-insulated
booth and tape recorded. The speaking
rate was about 4 syllables (2.5
words)/sec, and about a 10-sec pause
was left after each test item.
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Table 1
Percent Coneet Recall of Woxda and ClaulI8a in Immediate Sentencea

Main Clause Subordinate Clause
Type of
Recall Only Inltial Final Only Initial Final

Word 95 90 94 94 90 91
Clause 1 84 70 79 83 73 73
Clause 2 81 68 78 79 69 69

immediately heard sentences may
sometimes be further organized by
clauses. Most of the remaining
discussion is directed at evaluating this
possibility.

Although largely accessible to recall,
the linguistic inlormation in
immediate sentences may often have
become quite abstract and abbreviated
in memory. Over 700 immediately
heard sentences in the present study
contained errors when recalled. About
60% of aU errors made in recall of
these sentences involved lexical
substitutions, as opposed to 30%
deletions, and 10% additions. Noun
phrase constituents (excluding
determiners) and verb constituents
(including auxiliaries) each accounted
for about 25% of errors. About 15% of
errors involved fuU clauses, and
function words contributed most of
those still remaining, Ss appear to have
almost always recalled the immediate
sentence from left to right, and there
were practically no errors made where
the lexical material was recalled with a
largely different surface structure than
the one presented.

For each cell of the clause position
by clause function design within
immediate sentences, Table 1 shows
percentages of words and clauses
which were recalled. The word
measure represents within-clause recall
averaged over serial positions; the first;
clause measure represents complete
clauses recalled (all words regardless of
order); the second clause measure
represents clauses recalled exactly as
presented. For all three measures, the
order of recall obtained by clause
position was: only > final > initial; by
clause function, it was main >
subordinate. These main effects were
not, however, independent of each
other. Friedman two-way analyses of
variance (Bradley, 1968) carried out
on each clause measure gave significant
results for clause position (p< .001),
clause funetion (p < .05), and their
interaction (p < .025). By post hoc
sign tests, both only and final
immediate clauses were favored overall
in recall over initial previous ones, and
only clauses were favored over final
ones (p< .025 in all cases). The
differences supporting the two
immediate clauses over the previous
one were each much more significant
separately for main than for
subordinate clauses, while the
difference between the immediate
clauses was significant only for
subordinate elauses. AB a further
indication of the nature of the
interaction obtained, recall on each
clause measure applied to fuIl
sentences was superior (p< .05,
two-tailed) for subordinate-main
two-clause sentences (63% and 56%
correct) than main-ßubordinate ones

(56% and 51 % correct).
The effects on immediate sentence

reca11 of clause position and its
interaction with dause function will
be discussed in turn. Averaged across
functions, previous clauses of these
sentences were recalled substantially
worse than immediate clauses. The
relatively poor recall of previous
clauses, particularly with respect to
single-clause sentences, suggests that
some information about their phonetic
and perhaps semantic form may be
lost as they are understood, and
further speech is heard, What often
happens in recall may be a
reconstruction of word and phrase
elements. Since such a reconstruction
should result in eorrect recall much of
the time, a recall-based estimate ofthe
extent of recoding may actually be
quite conservative. Nevertheless, even
the rough recall measures calculated
seem to point to changes in the form
of linguistic information in memory
related to clause-by-clause processing.
Major constituent errors were
predominantly located in recall of
previous clauses; about twice as many
errors involving full noun phrases, verb
phrases, and complete clauses occurred
here as in recall of either kind of
immediate sentence. Finally, the slight
advantage in recall for immediate
clauses which were also sentences may
suggest nothing more than that
multiple-clause sentences are more
complex psychological objects than
single-elause ones.

It is plausible that a natural ordering
of speech would make relatively slight
demands on immediate memory by
permitting greater clause-by-clause
interpretation of complex sentences
(Jarvella, 1971). Since subordinate
clauses or embedded sentences
typically specify something further
about main clauses or sentences, those
sentences which maintain a
top-to-bottom, left-to-right
correspondence between propositions
in their underlying and spoken forms
should be more easily and q~ckly

understood than sentences which
violate this correspondence. In a
previous study, Clark and Clark (1968)
found that Ss could remember more
different sentences with
main-subordinate than with
subordinate-main clause order. In the
present study, however, the recall of
single sentences suggests a tradeoff

between storage and interpretation
p r o c e s s e s , Sentences with
main-subordinate clause order were
actually remembered significantly
more poody than those with
subordinate-main order. Qualitatively,
this finding involved two asymmetries.
First, the difference for main clauses
between major constituent errors
made in initial and final clauses was
greater than for subordinate clauses.
S econd, there were more
subordination marking errors in final
than in initial clauses. It is conceivable
that these apparent losses of
information from memory were a
consequence of more rapid and natural
interpretation of main clauses in the
initial position of sentences and of
subordinate clauses in the final
position. To put it the other way,
listeners' more delayed interpretation
of material in sentences with
subordinate-main clause order would
tend to leave them more superficially
(and fully) represented in memory. A
single sentence held in memory in this
way should be more easily and
accurately recalled.
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